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Abstract 

Resource allocation for serving real-time video data with a significant multiple-time-scale 

bit-rate variability is complicated.  In past years, different approaches were proposed to 

shape VBR (variable-bit-rate) video streams as smooth transmission schedules for efficient 

delivery.  In [1], a linear-time method was proposed to construct transmission schedules 

with not only minimal client buffer and delay but also maximal bandwidth utilization.  

However, as many previous methods, it only considered the peak rate of schedule in resource 

allocation.  In a real network, its available rate is time-varying and usually represented by a 

piecewise-linear function called rate availability function (RAF).  Previous methods those 

base on peak rate, instead of RAF, to construct transmission schedules would waste system 

resources in allocation.  In this paper, we extend the algorithm proposed in [1] to consider 

RAF and explore how the available bandwidth can be used most effectively toward 

minimizing playback delay and client buffer requirements.  The optimality of our approach 

is formally established.   
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1.  Introduction 

A broad range of applications (such as E-commerce, distance learning/collaboration, 

interactive virtual environments, and shopping/entertainment services) is enabled by the 

capacity to efficiently manage networked multimedia information [16].  However, 

multimedia data such as video and audio are VBR (variable-bit-rate) in nature [5].  For 

supporting jitter-free delivery, a multimedia system needs real-time transmission schedules to 

guarantee end-to-end QoS (quality-of-service) between servers and clients.  Moreover, the 

requirement of resources such as network bandwidth, playback delay and client buffer should 

be minimized.  In past years, different approaches [2] were proposed to shape stored VBR 

video streams as smooth traffic schedules for efficient delivery.  However, they did not 

achieve the schedule result that optimizes playback delay, client buffer and bandwidth 

utilization at the same time.  For example, as shown in a latest comprehensive survey [14] 

about this problem, the allocated playback delay and the bandwidth utilization were not 

minimized in previous methods (including the best-known MVBA, minimum variability 

bandwidth allocation, method introduced in [7]).  In [1], a linear time method was proposed 

to resolve this drawback by constructing the transmission schedule that has not only minimal 

client buffer and delay but also maximal bandwidth utilization.  However, as its problem 

definition is the same as previous methods, the method proposed in [1] only considered the 

peak rate of schedule in resource allocation.  Due to the sharing of bandwidth for different 

users, the available rate of network is time-varying in nature.  As shaped transmission 

schedules are usually piecewise linear in bandwidth consumption [14], the available rate can 

be represented by a piecewise-linear function called rate availability function (RAF).  In 

[17], RAF has been applied in admission control while a shaped transmission schedule was 

given.  However, it wasn't considered in constructing transmission schedule directly before.  

Previous methods those base on peak rate, instead of RAF, to construct transmission 
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schedules would waste system resources in allocation.   

 

In this paper, we extend the algorithm proposed in [1] to apply RAF in the 

construction of transmission schedule.  The proposed method can fully utilize available 

resources specified in RAF to serve as many users as possible.  We have explored how the 

allocated bandwidth can be used most effectively toward minimizing playback delay and 

client buffer required.  The optimality of our approach is formally established.  The 

remainder of this paper is organized as follows.  Basic concepts of video transmission and 

its resource allocation problem with RAF are introduced in Section 2.  The proposed 

algorithm that constructs an optimal transmission schedule with minimal resource allocation 

is proposed in Section 3.  Experiments are shown in Section 4.  The last section shows the 

conclusion remarks.  

 

 

2.  Resource Allocation with Rate Availability Function 

For supporting QoS delivery of a stored video, we need a good transmission schedule to 

deliver the retrieved data [15] from server to client.  At the client site, a proper size of 

memory buffer is allocated.  Incoming data are temporarily stored in the client buffer and 

consumed frame-by-frame periodically.  Such a consumption schedule is also called 

playback schedule in this paper.  Given a video stream V, it can be represented by a set of 

frames in the following.  

 

  V = { f0, f1, ..., fn-1 } . 

 

The number of frames in V is n and the ith frame is fi (its frame size is represented as |fi| > 0).  
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The ith accumulative fame size Fi can be computed as follows.  

 

  Fi = Fi-1 + |fi| . 

 

The initial value is Fk = 0 for k < 0.  The total frame size is just the video size |V|.  We have 

Fk = |V| for k > n-2.  In this paper, we assume that a video is played at t = 0 and the time to 

play the ith frame is i (unit time).  As the client plays the video frame-by-frame periodically, 

the playback schedule can be denoted by its accumulative playback function F(.).   

 

  F(t) = Fx ; ∀  x ≤ t < (x+1) . 

 

Note that F(.) is a nonnegative stair function with jumps at time t for t = 0, 1, ..., n-1.  The 

low corner and the up corner at time t are represented by F(t)- = F(t-1) and F(t)+ = F(t), 

respectively.  

 

Based on the same idea, we define the transmission schedule G(.) as a function that 

cumulates the amount of data received at the client.  As the playback of video is assumed to 

be started at t = 0, d is the playback delay if the start time of the transmission schedule is -d.  

Assume that video data are transmitted by rate r(t) between time t-1 and time t.  The 

transmission schedule can be represented by a integration function of transmission rate r(.) as 

follows.  

 

  G(t) = ∑
i = -d

 t
 r(i)  
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The peak bandwidth of the network channel allocated for transmission is r = max{ r(t) | ∀  

t }.  According to the above formulation, G(t) represents the amount of data sent by the 

server up to time t.  Assume that there is no transmission error and the network delay is zero.  

G(t) can also represent the amount of data received by the client up to time t.  At a client, 

G(t) and F(t) represent the cumulated data received and consumed up to time t respectively.  

b(t) = G(t) - F(t), called the buffer occupancy, would be the amount of transmitted data 

temporarily stored in the client buffer at time t.  To avoid jitter in playback, a transmission 

schedule must be ahead of its playback schedule (such that b(t) ≥ |ft| for any time t and the 

client buffer would not be underflow for playback).  The minimal client buffer size required 

for supporting QoS delivery and playback is b = max{ b(t) | ∀  t }.  Because b(t) ≥ |ft| for 

any time t and b ≥ max{ |ft| }, the required buffer size b is no smaller than the maximum 

frame size, and is not necessary to be larger than the size of video |V|.   

 

Note that, given a limited buffer size, it results in loss of data if the transmission 

schedule sends too many data to the client buffer at the same time.  Such an overflow 

condition should be avoided also in designing a feasible transmission schedule.  In this 

paper, a transmission schedule is said to be feasible if it has no buffer overflow or underflow.  

Its upper bound H(.) can be computed in the following.  

 

H(t) = min{ |V|, F(t-1) + b }.   

 

For any time t, the value of G(t) must be not smaller than its playback schedule F(t).  

Moreover, G(t) must be not larger than its upper bound H(t).  Given the playback schedule 

F(.) of a stored video V, different approaches were proposed to construct its feasible 

transmission schedule G(.) in past years [2].  A latest comprehensive survey about this 
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problem can be found in [14].  In previous works, the performance of a transmission 

schedule is generally measured by its playback delay time, client buffer size, and bandwidth 

requirement.  However, the bandwidth requirement they measured is the maximum network 

bandwidth required during transmission (called peak rate).  A user request is admitted if its 

peak rate is smaller than the available bandwidth of the current network.  

 

Notably, the network bandwidth is shared by different traffics.  Therefore, the 

available rate of network is time-varying.  It can be represented by a rate availability 

function (RAF) z(.) where z(t) is the available rate of network between time t-1 and time t.  

For supporting QoS delivery, the transmission schedule G(.) must guarantee that its allocated 

rate r(t) is not over the available rate z(t) at any time t.  In [17], RAF has been applied in 

admission control while a transmission schedule G(.) with allocated rates r(.) was given.  

Although the peak rate r = max{ r(t) | ∀  t } may have been minimized, they did not consider 

available rates z(t) for all time t in constructing transmission schedules.  Therefore, the 

allocated rate r(t) may be larger than its available rate z(t) at time t.  Previous methods those 

base on peak rate, instead of RAF, to construct transmission schedules would waste system 

resources in allocation.  An example from the best-known algorithm [7] is shown in Fig. 1.  

The delay time is 2 and the rates allocated for the transmission schedule G(t) are r(-1)=1, 

r(0)=1, r(1)=1, r(2)=1, r(3)=1, and r(4)=2.  The peak rate allocated r(4)=2 is minimized and 

G(t) is a feasible transmission schedule while RAF is not considered.  Let the rates available 

in RAF be r(-1)=3/4, r(0)=3/4, r(1)=3/4, r(2)=1, and r(x)=2 for x > 2 as shown in Fig. 2.  In 

view of the fact that r(x) > z(x) for x = -1 to 1.  The function G(t) is not a feasible 

transmission schedule while RAF is considered.  The system may require extending its 

delay time to provide G(t) a guaranteed service.  The extended delay time is 2 in our 

example (see Fig. 2).   
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3.  Proposed Algorithms 

A transmission schedule is said to be optimal in resource allocation if it requires the minimal 

network bandwidth, delay time and client buffer for supporting QoS delivery.  In [1], a 

linear time method was proposed to construct an optimal transmission schedule that has not 

only minimal resource requirement but also maximal resource utilization.  However, as it 

did not consider RAF in its procedure, the transmission schedule obtained may not be 

feasible.  In this paper, we consider RAF in constructing transmission schedule directly to 

for fully utilizing available resources to serve as many users as possible.  Given a stored 

video V = { f0, f1, ..., fn-1 } and RAF of network z(.), the amounts of minimal resource required 

for guaranteeing jitter-free playback can be decided by ALGORITHM-1.   

 

 ALGORITHM-1:   

 // INPUT:  the playback schedule F(.) of a stored video V = { f0, f1, ..., fn-1 },  

// RAF of network z(.) 

 // OUTPUT: the transmission schedule L(.) with transmission rates r(.),  

 // the minimal client buffer size b and the minimum playback delay d 

L(n-1) = |V| = F(n-1);  

t = n-1; 

 while ( L(t) > 0) do { 

  t = t –1;  

  L(t) = max{ F(t), L(t+1) – z(t+1) }; 

 } 

d = -t; 
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Initialize b = 0 and r(i) = 0 for all i;  

 for t = -d+1 to n-1 do { 

  r(t) = L(t)-L(t-1);  

  b = max{ b, L(t)-F(t-1) }; 

 } 

 

An example to illustrate its computation is shown in Fig. 3.  As the maximal available rate 

z(t) is applied in each time t, the video data are transmitted and stored into the client buffer as 

late as possible.  Therefore, the minimal buffer occupancy L(t)-F(t-1) can be determined at 

any time t under guaranteed QoS.  From the definitions shown in Section 1, it is not difficult 

to prove that the minimal client buffer size b and the minimum playback delay d can be 

achieved.  Besides, given any transmission schedule P(.) with RAF z(.), we have L(t) ≤ P(t) 

for any time t.  L(.) is called the minimal z(.)-bounded transmission schedule.  

 

Lemma-1:  L(.) is the minimal z(.)-bounded transmission schedule.  It has the minimal 

buffer size and initial delay for all z(.)-bounded transmission schedules. 

Proof:   

(1) Suppose the contrary and let P(.) be a z(.)-bounded transmission schedule, for which, 

there exists a time index x such that L(x) > P(x) as shown in Fig. 4.  Let y be the 

smallest time index that satisfies x < y and L(y) = F(y) = L(x) + ∑{ z(i) ; for i = x+1 to 

y }.  (The value y is existed.  At least, we have the initial value L(n-1) = F(n-1).)  

Follow the procedure steps of algorithm, L(y) = F(y) implies L(y+1) - z(y+1) ≤ F(y).  

As P(.) is z(.)-bounded, the relation P(y) ≤ P(x) + ∑{ z(i) ; for i = x+1 to y } is true.  

We have P(x) + ∑{ z(i) ; for i = x+1 to y } < L(x) + ∑{ z(i) ; for i = x+1 to y }.  That 

implies P(y) < F(y).  The underflow condition of the client buffer is occurred and 
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P(.) is not a feasible transmission schedule.  It is a contradiction and L(.) is the 

minimal z(.)-bounded transmission schedule.   

(2) Since L(.) is the minimal z(.)-bounded transmission schedule, it sends the minimal 

amount of data to the client buffer for guaranteeing jitter-free playback.  At any time 

t, we have L(t) ≤ Q(t) where Q(.) is any other z(.)-bounded transmission schedule.  

As buffer occupancies have the relation L(t)-F(t-1) ≤ Q(t)-F(t-1).  It implies that 

L(.) has the minimal buffer size (the required buffer size max{ L(t)-F(t-1) | ∀  t } ≤ 

max{ Q(t)-F(t-1) | ∀  t }).   

(3) At time 0, we have L(0) ≤ Q(0).  Given the available rate z(0), we have L(-1) = 

max{ 0, L(0) - z(0) } ≤ max{ 0, Q(0) - z(0) } ≤ Q(-1).  Repeat the above step, 0 < 

L(-d+1) ≤ Q(-d+1) and 0 = L(-d) ≤ Q(-d).  As any other z(.)-bounded transmission 

schedule Q(.) has 0 < Q(-d+1) and 0 ≤ Q(-d), the transmission schedule L(.) has the 

minimal initial delay for all z(.)-bounded transmission schedules.   

The lemma is proved.          Q.E.D. 

 

In our ALGORITHM-1, the minimum requirements in buffer size and playback delay are 

decided for the given video V = { f0, f1, ..., fn-1 } and RAF z(.).  While a user request is 

presented, we can compare the available buffer size B (the available playback delay D) and 

the minimum buffer size b (the minimum playback delay d) to make the admission.   If the 

client buffer size B ≥ b and the playback delay D ≥ d are given, we can construct a simple 

transmission schedule by ALGORITHM-2.   

 

  ALGORITHM-2:   

  // INPUT:  the playback schedule F(.) of a stored video V = { f0, f1, ..., fn-1 },  

// RAF of network z(.), the client buffer size B and the playback delay D  
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  // OUTPUT: the transmission schedule A(.) with transmission rates r(.) 

  A(-D) = 0; 

t = -D; 

  while ( A(t) < |V|) do { 

t = t +1;  

A(t) = min{ H(t), A(t-1) + z(t) }; 

  } 

  te = t;  // the end point of the transmission schedule 

  Initialize r(i) = 0 for all i;  

  for t = -D+1 to te do  r(t) = A(t)-A(t-1);  

 

An example to illustrate its computation is shown in Fig. 5.  For any other transmission 

schedule P(.) that has the same client buffer size B ≥ b, the playback delay D ≥ d and RAF of 

network z(.), we can prove P(t) ≤ A(t) for any time t.  The obtained result A(.) is called the 

maximal z(.)-bounded transmission schedule for the given client buffer size B (B ≥ b) and 

playback delay D (D ≥ d).  As the video data have been transmitted to the client as early as 

possible, packet losses can be recovered by an error control scheme with data retransmission 

[19].  The transmission schedule obtained is robust against network errors.   

 

Lemma-2:  A(.) is the maximal z(.)-bounded transmission schedule for the same client 

buffer size B ≥ b and playback delay D ≥ d.   

Proof:  

Suppose the contrary.  Let P(.) be a z(.)-bounded transmission schedule, for which there 

exists a time index x such that P(x) > A(x) as shown in Fig. 6.  Let y be the largest time 

index that satisfies y < x and A(y) = H(y) = A(x) - ∑{ z(i) ; for i = x+1 to y }.  Follow the 
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procedure steps of algorithm, A(y) = H(y) implies H(y) ≤ A(y-1) + z(y).  (The value y is 

existed.  At least, we have A(te) = H(te) for the end point te of the transmission schedule.)  

As P(.) is z(.)-bounded, the relation A(x) - ∑{ z(i) ; for i = x+1 to y } < P(x) - ∑{ z(i) ; for 

i = x+1 to y } ≤ P(y) is true.  That implies H(y) < P(y).  The overflow condition of the 

client buffer is occurred and P(.) is not a feasible transmission schedule.  It is a 

contradiction and the lemma is proved.       Q.E.D. 

 

 

4. Experiment Results 

Our method is the first traffic shaping method that can consider RAF in constructing 

transmission schedules.  It can decide the minimal client buffer and delay required under 

RAF constrains.  As the optimality has been formally established, experiments on client 

buffer and delay required will not be addressed in this paper.  Interested readers can find 

some basic results (without RAF) in our previous works [1].  In this paper, our experiments 

focus only on the number of users supported by the proposed method.  Fig. 7(a) shows the 

cumulative playback function of test video Princess Bride encoded by Futuretel MPEG coder 

[9][10].  The length of Princess Bride is over 90-minutes long.  As this video is encoded 

by hardware, its target rate is maintained with the same group-of-picture (GoP) size and 

frame rate.  In our experiments, all users are assumed to request the same video stream 

Princess Bride with 200 KB memory buffer.  Their start times are randomly and uniformly 

distributed with 200 ms playback delay.  As the test video is nearly CBR (constant bit rate), 

its obtained result is supposed to have the best resource allocation for each single user.  On 

an OC-3 link, the conventional method [7] with a fixed transmission schedule (with a fixed 

rate during transmission) can support nearly 130 users.  However, in real networks, 

resources are sharing by different users.  Allocating resources to different users without 
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considering RAF may make incorrect decisions.  A simple example is shown in Fig. 8(a) 

where the residue of (network bandwidth) / (allocated peak rate) would not be utilized.  To 

resolve this drawback, our approach considers the current rate availability to allocates 

required rate.  Notably, as shown in Fig. 8(b), the rate allocation is decided on not only the 

buffer availability but also the rate availability.  Given the same OC-3 link, we can support 

over 155 users to watch Princess Bride.  The improvement is over 15%.  (Notably, the 

transmission schedule obtained by our method depends on current RAF specified.)   

In modern packet networks, a video stream V is divided as a sequence of data packets 

p0p1p2…pm for delivery (see Fig. 9).  Given an EDF (earliest deadline first) scheduler, the 

time constraints (ready time, deadline) = (sx, ex) (called schedulable region in [1]) for each 

packet px should be specified.  Note that, at any time t, A(t) represents the maximal amount 

of video data that could be received by client without buffer overflow.  L(t) is the minimal 

amount of video data that should be received before time t for supporting jitter-free playback.  

They show the upper bound and the lower bound for all transmission schedules with the same 

available rates z(.), buffer size b, and playback delay d.  When transmission schedules A(.) 

and L(.) are specified, we can decide when is the earliest time that px could start its 

transmission (the ready time sx) and when is the latest time that px should be received (the 

deadline ex).  Therefore, a real-time transmission and error control mechanism [20] can be 

provided for the delivery of stored video across modern best-effort networks.   

 

 

4.  Conclusion 

Due to the sharing of bandwidth for different users, the available rate of network is 

time-varying in nature.  Usually, it is represented by a piecewise-linear function called rate 

availability function (RAF).  In [17], RAF has been applied in admission control while a 
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shaped transmission schedule was given.  However, it wasn't considered in constructing 

transmission schedule directly before.  In this paper, we extend the algorithm proposed in [1] 

to consider RAF and explore how the available bandwidth can be used most effectively 

toward minimizing playback delay and client buffer requirements.  The optimality of our 

approach is formally established.  It is shown to be practical, efficient, and flexible in 

supporting continuous media transmission with RAF.   
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Cumulative data size

d (delay) 

H(t)

t (time) b (buffer) 

F(t) 
G(t) 

 

Fig. 1.  The traffic-shaping result obtained by the best-known algorithm [7] is a 

feasible transmission schedule while RAF is not considered.  The required buffer size 

and delay time are indicated. 

 

 

 

r(t) 

z(t) 

more delay 

 

Fig. 2.  As r(x) > z(x) for x = -1 to 2, the function G(t) is not still a feasible transmission 

schedule while RAF is considered.  It may require extending the delay time of the 

transmission schedule to provide a guaranteed service.   
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Cumulative data size

d (delay)

H(t)

t (time) b (buffer) 

F(t)
L(t) 

r(t) 

z(t) 
 

Fig. 3.  The computation result of the proposed ALGORITHM-1 is illustrated.  As 

video data are transmitted and stored into the client buffer as late as possible, the 

required buffer size and playback delay are minimal.   

 

 

P(x) 

F(y) 

L(x) 

x y 

P(y) 

L(y) 

underflow! 

 

Fig. 4.  A simple example is shown to prove that the obtained transmission schedule L(.) 

is the minimal z(.)-bounded transmission schedule.   
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Cumulative data size

d (delay)

H(t)

t (time) b (buffer) 

F(t)
A(t) 

r(t) 

z(t) 
 

Fig. 5.  The computation result of the proposed ALGORITHM-2 is illustrated.  The 

obtained transmission schedule is robust against network errors because the video data 

have been transmitted to the client as early as possible.   

 

 

A(x) 

P(x) 

x y 

A(y)= H(y) 

P(y) 

overflow!

 

Fig. 6.  A simple example is shown to prove that the obtained transmission schedule A(.) 

is the maximal z(.)-bounded transmission schedule.   
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Fig. 7.  The cumulative playback function of test video Princess Bride encoded by 

Futuretel MPEG coder.  As the test video is nearly CBR, the transmission schedule 

obtained by the conventional method is supposed to have the best resource allocation for 

each single user.   
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Total bandwidth 

User 2 is not served !! 
User 2 

User 1 

Rate allocated is a constant. 

 

(a) 

Total bandwidth 

User 2 is served !! 
User 2 

User 1 

Rate allocated can be adjusted by RAF. 

 

(b) 

Fig. 8.  A simple example to show the difference between (a) the conventional method 

and (b) the proposed method.   

 

 

 

deadline 

L(t) t (time) 

ready time

F(t) 

A(t) 

px 

 

Fig. 9.  A video stream V can be divided as a sequence of data packets p0p1p2…pm for 

delivery.  We can utilize A(.) and L(.) to specify (ready time, deadline) for each px .  

 


